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Abstract—In the Industry 4.0 era, machine learning and
artificial intelligence have emerged as influential drivers in the
domain of information and communication technology (ICT).
This fusion of human interaction and technological progress
emphasizes the necessity for artificial intelligence systems that
provide transparent outcomes. The introduction of explainable
artificial intelligence (XAI) plays a crucial role in establishing
trust and facilitating the broader integration of AI. However,
the earlier prototype-based XAI models encounter a constraint
in acquiring a meaningful representation for all patches in
the prototypical space. This limitation arises from its inherent
update process, wherein the update gradient is only transmitted
through the most active patch of the input image. To address
this limitation, we introduce an innovative XAI model that
introduces a novel reconstruction loss implemented by adopting
a Variational autoencoder (VAE). This reconstruction loss offers
insights into the rationale underlying the prototypical space and
similarity mechanism within part prototypical-based XAI model,
thereby enhancing comprehension of its fundamental principles.
Extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our method over existing approaches through evaluation on the
widely used CUB-200-2011 dataset.

Index Terms—Explainable AI, Part Prototype-based Model,
Image Processing, Reconstruction Loss

I. INTRODUCTION

In the ongoing technological revolution of Industry 4.0,
machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) have
emerged as the driving forces shaping every aspect of in-
formation and communication technology (ICT) [1]. These
technologies cover a wide range of tasks from intricate
data processing [2] to advanced methodologies like machine
learning operations (MLOps) [3]. Amidst these developments,
the interaction between human and technological systems is
becoming increasingly important in the ICT domains, partic-
ularly in critical domains such as healthcare [4], autonomous
driving [5], and robotics [6], where high levels of trust are
imperative. Consequently, there has been a noticeable increase
in the demand for AI systems capable of generating results that
are both comprehensible and explainable for humans.

In the field of image recognition tasks, a pioneering study
has introduced an innovative prototype-based explainable arti-
ficial intelligence (XAI) model referred to as the “prototypical
part network” (ProtoPNet) [7]. ProtoPNet discriminates novel
objects by assessing the relevance of input images to learned
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Fig. 1. Conceptual illustration of (top) conventional part prototype-
based method and (bottom) the proposed method. In the conventional part
prototype-based method, gradients are passed through only the most active
patches to update the model. Our method, on the other hand, employs the
proposed reconstruction loss to enable more effective gradient updating.

part prototypes that represent specific object parts in the
input image. This process enhances human comprehension
by providing transparency into the degree of involvement of
different object parts when classifying novel instances.

However, ProtoPNet requires M part prototypes for each
class, which has the disadvantage that the number of pro-
totypes increases with the number of classes. To overcome
this disadvantage, ProtoTree [8] and ProtoPool [9] proposed
a class-agnostic method. ProtoTree reduced the number of
prototypes by using a decision tree explanation technique.
ProtoPool departed from the conventional practice of hard
assignment of prototypes to classes. Instead, it employed a soft
assignment mechanism that selects a set of related prototypes
from the pool of class-agnostic prototypes. This approach
allowed part prototypes to be shared for each new instance,
reducing the number of prototypes involved in the reasoning
process.

In part prototype-based XAI research, the additional inter-
pretable process leads to a decline in performance due to their
distinctive inference procedure. In this regard, as observed in
approaches such as TesNet [10] and ProtoPool [9], multiple
techniques have been proposed to enhance the prototypical
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed method. The proposed method consists of a convolutional backbone network fb, multiple prototypical layer fpi ,
variational autoencoder fV AE , and fully connected layer h.

space, the embedding space where comparisons with part
prototypes are conducted. TesNet boosted the transparency of
the embedding space by introducing the Grassmann manifold.
In this framework, the basis concepts of a specific category
are mutually perpendicular, increasing the clarity of the basis
concepts and, in turn, enhancing the overall performance.
ProtoPool utilized focal similarity to increase the distance
between active and inactive patches, resulting in the XAI
model focusing on salient features rather than the background.
However, since focal similarity primarily aims to enhance
the gap between patches in the prototypical space, it does
not guarantee that all patches sufficiently learn meaningful
semantic information. As a consequence, ProtoPool faced
challenges in consistently conducting reliable comparisons be-
tween part prototypes and the embedded features represented
in the prototype space.

To address this issue, we present a novel framework that
improves the prototypical space. The conceptual illustration of
the proposed framework is demonstrated in Fig. 1. As shown
in Fig. 1 (top), conventional part prototype-based methods
propagate gradients only through the most active patches in
the image. Thus, the remaining inactive patches are limited
to acquiring appropriate semantic features. In contrast, our
approach introduces a novel structure with reconstruction
loss that enhances the semantic representation of inactive
features in the prototypical space, as shown in Fig. 1 (bottom).
The reconstruction loss allows inactive patches to reconstruct
embedding vectors in a different prototypical space so that
all patches, even those that are inactive, can learn significant
semantic information about the object that was mostly learned
and represented by the most active patches. The reconstruction
loss improves the comparison between the embedding vector
and the part prototype in the prototypical space, leading to
more accurate results.

To implement the aforementioned reconstruction loss, we
employ two modules, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Firstly, we incor-
porate two prototypical layers, each using different parameters,

to extract different embedding spaces using the multi-view ap-
proach. Each embedding space mutually reconstructs the other,
facilitating the acquisition of meaningful semantic features for
all patches. We also employ a Variational Autoencoder (VAE)
to calculate the reconstruction loss. The VAE takes embedding
features from one embedding space as input and uses them
to reconstruct the embedding features in the other embedding
space. In conclusion, we can effectively improve both the clas-
sification performance and the transparency of the inference
process by accurately obtaining semantic information about
parts of the object that were inadequately trained during the
training phase.

We evaluated the performance using the commonly used
CUB-200-2011 dataset in the field of XAI. Our approach
showed a significant improvement, achieving a performance
gain of 1.7% over the ProtoPool baseline method [9]. The
proposed method outperformed the performance of other XAI
methods by a substantial margin. These experimental results
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method to improve
the prototypical space.

II. RELATED WORK

Prototype-based XAI is an approach that seeks to enhance
the transparency and interpretability of deep neural networks
by utilizing prototypes to explain their decision-making pro-
cesses. In this respect, it’s noteworthy that prototype-based
XAI primarily aligns with the category of example-based
XAI methodologies. This alignment is attributed to the core
mechanism of prototype-based XAI, which involves tackling
an optimization challenge to identify points within the dataset
that possess minimal distance from all other data points.
These techniques are discerned through the resolution of an
optimization problem aimed at determining the point with
the minimum distance to all other points within the dataset
[11]–[13]. The deployment of prototypes can notably enhance
the interpretability of a classification model by effectively
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illustrating the distinctions inherent in the representative data
points for each individual class.

However, prototypes might be insufficient due to their
limited capacity to provide explanations in localized contexts.
ProtoPNet [7] addresses this by incorporating self-explanation
mechanisms within specific regions through the utilization of
part prototypes. ProtoPNet has played a pivotal role in inspir-
ing the emergence of prototype-based XAI models. For in-
stance, TesNet [10] constructs the latent space on a Grassmann
manifold without resorting to prototype reduction. Similarly,
models such as ProtoPShare [14] and ProtoTree [8] have been
proposed to optimize the number of prototypes employed in
the classification process. ProtoPool [9] implemented a soft
assignment strategy, characterized by the distribution spanning
the prototype set, which yields a reduction in the prototype
count, leading to enhanced interpretability and streamlined
training. In this paper, our goal is to enhance the effectiveness
of the primary prototypes in representing their respective
concepts. We achieve this by allowing the learning process to
consider not only the inherent characteristic of the prototype
itself but also the relevant surrounding information that is
crucial for its creation.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview of the Proposed Method

The overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure
2. In this paper, we implement our method using ProtoPool as
a baseline interpretable method. Our proposed method consists
of several components: a CNN backbone network fb, two
prototypical layers fpi

indexed by i, a Variational Autoencoder
(VAE) fV AE for reconstruction loss, and a fully connected
layer h as a classifier.

Given an input image I ∈ RH0×W0×3, the CNN backbone
network produces a feature map Z = fb(x) ∈ RH×W×D.
Similar to ProtoPool, we can consider the backbone feature
as the set of patches Z = {zt ∈ fb(x); zt ∈ RD, t =
1, ..., H ·W}. Two distinct prototypical layers have K slots for
each layer and share the learnable part prototypes P = {pm ∈
RHp×Wp×D}Mm=1, where the dimensions of Hp and Wp are
both set to 1. Then, the prototypical layers fpi

aggregate the
similarity scores as gpi

k =
∑M

m=1 qkg
pi
m , where qk ∈ RM

denotes the distribution obtained by each slot and gpi
m repre-

sents a similarity score obtained in the i-th prototypical layer
compared with the mth part prototype. Similar to previous
works [7], the similarity score with respect to input patch z
can be calculated as

gpi
m(z) = log

(
(||fpi

(z)− pm||22 + 1)

(||fpi(z)− pm||22 + ϵ)

)
, (1)

where fpi(z) represents the prototypical feature vector, pm
denotes the part prototype and ϵ denotes the constant value
for avoiding numerical instability. The final similarity score is
determined as gpi

m = maxz∈Z gpi
m(z). A high activation value

of gpi
m indicates that the active patch and prototype pm are

similar. Lastly, we obtain the K similarity scores gpi

k from each

of the prototypical layers fpi
and feed them into the classifier

h to compute the classification score.

B. Reconstruction Loss

In this study, we propose a novel VAE-driven reconstruction
loss for enhancing the prototypical space. The proposed VAE
is fed the feature vector from one prototypical space and
then reconstructs the feature in another prototypical space.
The reconstruction loss Lrecon minimizes the variational lower
bound on the marginal likelihood can be described as

L1
recon = E[logpθ

(fp2
(z)|zvae)]

− βDKL(qϕ(zvae|fp1
(z))||p(zvae)) (2)

L2
recon = E[logpθ

(fp1
(z)|zvae)]

− βDKL(qϕ(zvae|fp2
(z))||p(zvae)) (3)

where qϕ and pθ are the encoder and decoder of VAE parame-
terized by ϕ and θ, respectively. p(zvae) denotes the Gaussian
prior distribution for VAE, β denotes the Lagrangian parameter
for optimization, and DKL denotes the Kullback–Leibler (KL)
divergence.

Total Loss Then, the final loss is obtained as

L = Lentropy + λclstLclst + λsepLsep

+ λorthLorth + λl1Ll1

+ λreconL1
recon + λreconL2

recon (4)

where Lentropy denotes the cross-entropy loss, Lclst denotes
the clustering loss, Lsep denotes the separation loss, Lorth

denotes the orthogonality loss, and Ll1 denotes the l1 regular-
ization applied to the classifier. Except for the newly proposed
reconstruction loss, the loss functions and their coefficients are
the same as those used in the baseline method [9].

C. Prototype Projection

After the training process, the prototypes are mapped onto
the input patch for visualization and transparency. In this
projection step, the prototypes are projected to the nearest
active input patch as

pm ← argmin
z∈Z

||fpi
(z)− pm||2. (5)

Through this process, we gain insight into the parts of the
object that contributed to the classification of the input image.
We follow prototype visualization methodology as used in [7],
[9].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setups

We evaluated the model on CUB-200-2011 dataset, which
contains 5,994 training images and 5,794 test images. CUB-
200-2011 dataset provides 200 bird species. Following the
experimental setup in ProtoPNet [7], The model was trained
on cropped images obtained from bounding box annotations
within the dataset. Subsequently, we used offline augmenta-
tion, including shearing, image rotation, skewing, and horizon-
tal flipping, during the training process. For CNN backbone
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD ON CUB-200-2011 DATASET.

INR50 REPRESENTS THE RESNET-50 [16] PRETRAINED ON THE
INATURALIST DATASET [15].

Method Arch. # of Proto. Acc (%)
ProtoTree

iNR50
202 82.2±0.7

ProtoPool 202 85.5±0.1
Ours 202 87.2±0.3

network, we used ResNet-50 network initialized with the
weight pretrained on iNaturalist 2018 dataset [15]. Following
the configuration used in [9], the coefficients for each loss
function were set to as follows: λentropy = 1.0, λclst =
0.8, λsep = −0.08, λorth = 1.0, and λl1 = 0.0001. For the
reconstruction loss, we used a coefficient λrecon of 0.2. The
Lagrangian parameter β was set to 1.

B. Experimental Results

Table I presents the performance of the proposed method
compared to other prototype-based XAI models. The proposed
method achieves 5.0% and 1.7% better performance over
ProtoTree and ProtoPool, respectively. These results demon-
strate the efficacy of the proposed method, which enhances
the prototypical space by adopting the reconstruction loss.
This approach allows meaningful semantic information to
be learned from inactive patches, effectively improving the
transparency of the part prototype-based XAI model.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we introduced a novel XAI model with
VAE-driven reconstruction loss to enhance the prototypical
space. While conventional part prototype-based methods learn
semantic information from the only active patch due to
their distinctive inference procedure, applying the proposed
reconstruction loss allows all patches in the prototypical
space to learn meaningful semantic information, enhancing
the transparency and the final performance. The experiments
conducted on CUB-200-2011 demonstrated that the proposed
method achieved significant performance improvements over
the existing part prototype-based XAI models. In future work,
we plan to incorporate the insight of concept-based learning
to further improve the prototypical space and interpretability
of the XAI model.
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